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Some of these challenges are:

(i)	the split between lexical meaning – a matter supposedly belonging to the phase-wise selection of lexical arrays – and issues of semantic interpretation that arise purely from binding and scope phenomena (Bouchard 1995, Mukherji 2010);  
(ii)	partially relatedly, the level at which theta role assignment can be argued to take place, an issue that is taken up by me in Bagchi (2007);  and
(iii)	how supposedly “pure” scopal phenomena relating to quantifiers, negation, and emphasizing expressions such as only and even (comparable to, e.g., Urdu/Hindi hii and bhii, Bangla –i and –o) also have dimensions of both focus and discourse reference.  
While recognizing all of these challenges, this talk aims to highlight particularly the challenge (iii), both in terms of scholarship in the past and for the rich prospects for research on languages of south Asia with the semantics of quantification, negation, and focus in view.  
The scholarship of the past that I seek to relate this issue to is where, parallel to (and largely independently of) the research on LF that had been happening, Jon Barwise and Robin Cooper were developing their influential view of noun phrases as generalized quantifiers, culminating in their key 1981 article “Generalized Quantifiers and Natural Language” in the journal Linguistics & Philosophy while, independently, the late linguist and linguistic philosopher James D. McCawley, in his 1981 book Everything that Linguists have Always Wanted to Know about Logic, established through argumentation that all noun phrases semantically behave like generalized quantified expressions (further elaborated by him in the second – 1994 – revised edition of his book).
It is noteworthy that these two works are perspectivally quite different:  Barwise and Cooper (1981) build their proposal essentially on set theory, defining generalized quantifiers as (to put it in rather simplified form) sets of sets;  whereas McCawley (1981) builds his proposal on the logical basis (in a theoretically and empirically significant sense) for the syntax of natural languages, demonstrating that certain ways in which noun phrases behave in natural languages can be better accounted for if all noun phrases – and not just those with overt quantifiers such as a/some, every, etc. – are treated as quantified expressions for purposes of interpretation.


3.	What is Special about Quantification and Negation

Quantification and negation, along with question expressions, have a special status in natural language:  they are scope-taking expressions (McCawley 1988/1998, Dayal 1997).  It is for this reason that they are found to interact with other scope-taking expressions such as the emphasizers –i and –o in Bangla (as I noted in Bagchi 1990,  analogously to only and even in English:  McCawley 1986, 1988/1998).  However, Urdu-Hindi hii and bhii, like Bangla –i and –o, have dual roles:  they are focus-linked as well as scope-taking expressions.  The dual nature of focus – in the semantic domain and in the domain of pragmatics – is recognized explicitly by Rooth (1996).  Rooth further notes that the semantic dimension to such focus-linked words (with reference to English) was first noted by the linguist and logician Laurence R. Horn in an early classic article of his entitled “A presuppositional analysis of only and even” (Horn 1969).  To set the record straight on the side of syntacticians, however, one has to note that the scope-taking behavior of all such expressions only came to be formally related to generative syntax in the mid-1970s, specifically by Robert May in his 1977 MIT doctoral dissertation “Logical Form” (which was revised and published as May 1985), soon followed by C.-T. James Huang’s 1982 doctoral dissertation on LF with reference to Chinese, a typologically rather different language from English, which was published as Huang (1998).  On the other hand, Bouchard (1995), supposedly attempting a comprehensive Minimalist assessment of the syntax-semantic interface (drawing largely upon data from French), gave only scarce attention to scope interactions at the interface.
So how do quantifiers and negation interact scopally in natural language?  Just to take stock of this in terms of easy-to-understand examples, we might note that the sentence (1) below is actually ambiguous in meaning, even though it is unambiguous in terms of its “surface” syntax.  This is in contrast to the sentence (2), which is in fact structurally ambiguous – in its “surface” syntax – as well:

(1)	Many students did not come to my class today.
Reading A:  Many students did not come … [, but many did].
Reading B:  Not many students came … [, !but many did].  (Contradiction!)
(2)	Flying planes can be dangerous.
a.	 [TP [DP [Participle Flying] [NP planes ]] [T' can be dangerous ]]
b.	[TP [vP PROarb [v' [Gerund flying][DP planes ]] [T' can be dangerous ]]]

A small but particularly intriguing conundrum is presented by the fact that the scope relation between negation and quantifier can sometimes actually dictate the choice of lexical item as quantifier:  wide-scope negation dictates that some within its scope must become any in English, and partly in analogy, Bangla ɔnek ‘many, a lot of’ (this word can be either [+count] or [-count] in Bangla) has to be realized as beši (elsewhere ‘more, too much, too many’) when it occurs within the scope of negation.  This in fact flies in the face of the neat separation of lexical selection and Full Interpretation at LF, pointing instead to the possibility (inconvenient as this may be) that lexical semantics and LF relate to one another “behind the backs” of the syntactic derivations of phases, so to speak.
Another issue is that of the relationship between focus and syntax, which Zubizarreta (1998), adopting a Minimalist approach, painstakingly attempts to establish as being a direct relationship between phrasal stress and constituent structure, with the support of a special prosodically driven phrasal movement that she terms “p-movement”.  According to Zubizarreta’s proposal, it might therefore appear that focus is a purely formal sensorimotor interface phenomenon that is essentially driven by PF.  The problem is that this does not account for the semantic and pragmatic effects that focus comes associated with, particularly in interaction with scope-taking expressions such as quantifiers and negation.


3.1  Quantification, negation, and focus with reference to Indic

	In a graduate student Syntax Seminar course sequence with presentations at the University of Chicago held during the academic session 1989-1990, the outcome for which was Bagchi (1990), I noted that there are discourse effects when emphasizers and quantifiers interact in scope with one another, as illustrated by (3a,b) for Bangla:

	(3)	a.	ami baɽí-í          ja-bo     na 	[uttered with rising-high intonation]
			I    home-emph go-fut.1 not
			‘I won’t even be going home’ (‘… let alone eat there’)
		b.	ami baɽí-ì           ja-bo     na	[uttered with rise-fall intonation]
			I    home-emph go-fut.1 not
			‘It’s only home that I won’t be going to’ (‘… I will go to work’)

The scope judgements are somewhat delicate for such examples, but judging by possible discourse extensions to their interpretation, in (3a) the negation na is semantically stronger and thus takes wide scope over the emphasizer clitic –i ‘only’ (or, in some discourse contexts, ‘indeed’ or ‘even’), whereas in (3b) it is the emphasizer clitic that wins out over the negation, “lifting” the focused constituent baɽi ‘home’ out of the scope of the negation na at the LF level.  
In the case of Hindi-Urdu, the emphatic particles hii and bhii seem to interact scopally with nǝhĩĩ in an analogous manner, albeit with the focused phrase optionally prefaced by sirf ‘only’ in the case of hii and with different details in discourse effects​[1]​:

	(4)	a.  [(sirf) ek lǝɽkaa hii ]    is          pǝtthǝr ko nǝhĩĩ uʈhaa səktaa
		     only   a   lad​[2]​    emph  this-obl stone  acc not   lift      can-m.sg
		    Reading A:  ‘It’s only a lad who cannot lift this stone’(‘…, an adult 
man can do so’)
		    Reading B:  ‘Not only can a lad lift this stone’(‘…, even a small child 
                        can do so’)
		b. (*sirf) ek ləɽkaa bhii   is         pətthər ko nəhĩĩ uʈhaa səktaa
		              a   lad     emph this-obl stone acc  not    lift    can-m.sg
		    ‘(*Only/)Even a lad cannot lift this stone.’  (Sole reading?)

Gricean scalar implicatures, also termed “quantity implicatures”, are generated (see Horn 1969, Rooth 1996, besides Grice’s classic 1967 William James lectures revised and published as Grice 1989) when the sentence with the focused phrase carries not only a presupposition set (such as (5b) below for (5a)) but invites inferences to the effect that the focused phrases occur on a semantic scale such as the scalar implicature (5c), ranging from ‘weakest’ to ‘strongest’ (meaning-wise, not morphosyntactically, that is), subject to their interpretation as occurring within or outside the scope of negation at the C(onceptual)-I(ntentional) interface.

	(5)	a.  Jóhn can lift this boulder.
		b. [Presupposition set:]       { x : x can lift this boulder }
		c. [Scalar implicature:]  No one else besides John can lift this boulder.

Note that the scalar implicature (5c) can be cancelled or reinforced, but the presupposition set (5b) cannot be cancelled without some serious bending of the notions of truth and falsehood (see Russell 1905 and Strawson 1950 regarding a particularly classic exemplar of presupposition).


3.2  Logical and lexical distinctions: the case of Dravidian





‘Who would go there?’
(7)	allige	a:r-o:		ho:-ku
there	who-or		go-Subjunctive
‘Somebody would go there’
(8)	allige	a:ru-de		ho:-ku
there	who-also	go-Subjunctive
‘Anybody would go there’

So either (7), with a specific referent to a:r-o: ‘somebody’, or (8), with a non-specific referent to a:ru-de ‘anybody’, Bhat proposes, could be a response to (6), in which the question word a:ru ‘who’ makes the sentence a constituent question.  A more complete story about a:r-o: and a:ru-de in terms of details of the Conceptual-Intentional interface (which has rather unfortunately remained with the abbreviated monikker “LF”), however, has to mark the distinct quantificational status of a:r-o: versus a:ru-de.  The former word picks out an individual (here, going by Bhat’s account, also specific) member out of a conceptually quantified set (in Barwise and Cooper’s terms, out of a generalized quantifier set), while the latter word does not necessarily pick out any individual member out of a set but simply denotes a conceptually quantified set out of which a singular member (rather than any plural subset or distributed set of members – compare everybody) has the property expressed by the predicate expression allige ho:-ku ‘would go there’.  It might also be noted that there is an asymmetry in terms of focus between somebody and anybody in English as well:  anybody retains its meaning regardless of whether it is uttered with focal stress or not, whereas somebody is often [+specific] when uttered with focal stress in discourse but [–specific] when uttered without such stress in discourse.

4.	Semantic Number and Quantification

While the morphosyntax of numerals and quantifiers is by now well described for a number of Indic languages (in studies of the syntax of DPs, in particular), the interactions between semantic number and quantification, with focus occasionally figuring therein, is a relatively uncharted field aside from some work on Hindi by Veneeta Dayal (e.g., Dayal 2009 on free-choice items in Hindi).  Languages such as Arabic that have the grammatical dual, in particular, deserve the special attention of semanticists from this perspective.  Some Munda languages such as Kharia and Korku, too, have dual pronouns and often agreement (Nagaraja 1995, Bagchi 1991).  While Hindi does not have the dual as a phi-feature option, one sees focusing with a dual quantifier in Hindi:

(9)	a.	[ve      do    lǝɽkiyãã [ jo vəhãã khǝɽii       hãĩ ]] (ve)    lǝmbii  hãĩ		
those two  girls         rel there  standing-f are    (they) tall-f  are
‘Those / The two girls who are standing (over) there are tall.’ 
		[plural-subset reading]

b.	[ve dono˜ lǝɽkiyãã [jo vəhãã khǝɽii         hãĩ  ]] (ve)   lǝmbii hãĩ
	those both girls      rel there  standing-f are      (they) tall-f  are




Traditionally, however, do and dono˜  have been classified as numerals in logic, not as quantifiers per se unlike every, all, some in English.  This was where (on the one hand) Barwise & Cooper’s and (on the other hand) McCawley’s rather radical proposals (for their time) came to play a major role in unifying the systematic study of the formal semantics of garden-variety DPs with that of quantified expressions.  This proposal also predates by more than two decades Yoad Winter’s 2002 Linguistic Inquiry article on semantic number and quantification.  As for the way forward, there is the need for intensive research – based on linguistic intuitions as well as texts (including electronic-media texts) – on the discourse dimensions of focus - and topic as well - as these relate to the semantics of quantification and negation with special reference to the languages of south Asia.
	The interaction between morphosyntactic number features, semantic number, and quantification, while not strictly within the purview of this paper, gives rise to significant effects for interpretation.  Although one needs to be careful about proper application of terms and concepts, this ia an area where I feel that a re-appreciation of the interaction of nah͎w ‘grammatical form’ and balagha ‘eloquence’ in the Arab linguistic tradition is particularly apt – given that the latter, in particular, is rich in discourse devices and effects.  As I tried to point out in Bagchi (2002), in terms of ideas and concepts in our studies in linguistic form and meaning (the latter especially from the perspective of different traditions of logic) there is a strong history of dialogue among our different scholastic traditions particularly with reference to specific phenomena and issues in language and logic.


5.	 To Conclude …
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^1	  I am grateful to Urdu- and Hindi-speaking students of linguistics at the University of Delhi for pointing out some of these facts to me.
^2	  Here I am using the contextually more delimited lexical gloss ‘lad’ for lǝɽkaa rather than the lexically more prototypical gloss ‘boy’ since that is more apt.
